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The medical achievements of the post-war years
rank as one of the supreme epochs of human
endeavour. Advances in surgical technique, new
ideas about the nature of disease and huge
innovations in drug manufacture vanquished most
common causes of early death, But, since the
mid-1970s the rate of development has slowed, and
the future of medicine is uncertain. How has this
happened? James Le Fanu's hugely acclaimed
survey of the 'twelve definitive moments' of modern
medicine and the intellectual vacuum which followed
them has been fully revised and updated for this
edition. The Rise and Fall of Modern Medicine is
both riveting drama and a clarion call for change.
Understanding the main concepts of IFRS Standards
The fourth edition of Applying IFRS Standards
explains the core principles of International Financial
Reporting (IFRS) Standards. It also addresses the
skills needed to apply the standards in business
environments. The book begins with an overview of
the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
and how it establishes accounting standards. The
general book topics are then covered in detail and
include: income taxes, financial instruments, fair
value measurement, property, inventories, employee
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benefits and more. Discussion questions, exercises
and references are provided throughout the book.
Maurice Blanchot is a towering yet enigmatic figure
in 20th-century French thought. Both his fiction and
his criticism played a determining role in how
postwar French philosophy was written. This volume
collects his political writings from 1953 and 1993.
This book is a reprint of Jaap R. Bruijn's 1993 book,
The Dutch Navy, which offers an English-language
overview of the history of the Dutch Navy in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is divided
into three chronological periods: the 'old', 'new', and
'second-rate' navy. Rather than presenting a history
of naval conflict, this volume approaches Dutch
naval history from the following four angles:
operations, administration, officer duties, and sailor
duties. It consists of a series foreword, a new
introduction detailing recent developments in naval
historiography, the original introduction providing a
history of Dutch maritime history from the middle
ages to the beginning of the seventeenth century, a
conclusion, and a bibliography and index. It explores
the astounding amount of naval power belonging to
such a sparsely populated nation, plus the rapid
rates of success and decline. It confirms that the
Dutch navy - with its logic, innovation, and missteps
alike - provides an excellent case study of both the
development of European bureaucracy and armed
forces in the Early Modern period.
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Maandblad voor bedrijfsadministratie enorganisatieAccounting in a Business
ContextSpringer
The Musician’s Hand – A Clinical Guide was the first
book to focus on the specialised topic of the upper
limb and hand in musicians: the conditions they
suffer, the modified assessment and treatment they
require and the importance of prevention. Since its
publication in 1998, scientific and clinical progress
has been made in all these areas. The second
edition of The Musician’s Hand has been completely
revised under the editorship of hand surgeon Ian
Winspur to reflect this expansion in our knowledge.
The book opens with introductory chapters
describing the principles of hand and arm pain as it
is experienced by musicians, and summarising the
problems associated with playing various
instruments (woodwind, violin, piano, etc).
Subsequent chapters cover the specific disorders
seen in musicians, (Dupuytren’s, nerve compression
syndromes, etc) describing the therapeutic solutions
to each one and highlighting the key prevention
strategies available. Closing chapters focus on
related topics such as performance psychology and
pharmacotherapy. Featuring contributions from world
renowned performers such as Imogen Cooper and
global experts in the field, The Musician’s Hand,
Second Edition provides essential insight to upper
limb problems in musicians, not only for surgeons,
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doctors and therapists, but for all students and
teachers of performing arts medicine and to
musicians themselves.
This book gives the reader an overview of current
developments in Dutch Law. The contributions are
from leading academics from different universities in
the Netherlands. Amongst others the following topics
are covered: . Dutch family law in the 21st Century:
Trend-setting and straggling behind at the same time
(M. Antonkolskaia and K. Boele-Woelki) . Mediation
in the Netherlands: past - present - future (A. de Roo
and R. Jagtenberg) . Mandatory and non-mandatory
rules in Dutch corporate law (M. Meinema) . Limits
and control of competition with a view to international
harmonisation (P.-J. Slot) . Rights of minority
shareholders in the Netherlands (L. Timmerman and
A. Doorman) . Constitution, international treaties,
contracts and torts (M. van Empel and M. de Jong) .
Human rights and private corporations: A Dutch legal
perspective (S. van Bijsterveld) . The rights of the
embryo and the foetus under Dutch law (V. Derckx
and E. Hondius) . Regulating electronic commerce in
the Netherlands (C. Prins)
On publication in 2009 John Hattie’s Visible
Learning presented the biggest ever collection of
research into what actually work in schools to
improve children’s learning. Not what was
fashionable, not what political and educational
vested interests wanted to champion, but what
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actually produced the best results in terms of
improving learning and educational outcomes. It
became an instant bestseller and was described by
the TES as revealing education’s ‘holy grail’. Now
in this latest book, John Hattie has joined forces with
cognitive psychologist Greg Yates to build on the
original data and legacy of the Visible Learning
project, showing how it’s underlying ideas and the
cutting edge of cognitive science can form a
powerful and complimentary framework for shaping
learning in the classroom and beyond. Visible
Learning and the Science of How We Learn explains
the major principles and strategies of learning,
outlining why it can be so hard sometimes, and yet
easy on other occasions. Aimed at teachers and
students, it is written in an accessible and engaging
style and can be read cover to cover, or used on a
chapter-by-chapter basis for essay writing or staff
development. The book is structured in three parts –
‘learning within classrooms’, ‘learning
foundations’, which explains the cognitive building
blocks of knowledge acquisition and ‘know thyself’
which explores, confidence and self-knowledge. It
also features extensive interactive appendices
containing study guide questions to encourage
critical thinking, annotated bibliographic entries with
recommendations for further reading, links to
relevant websites and YouTube clips. Throughout,
the authors draw upon the latest international
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research into how the learning process works and
how to maximise impact on students, covering such
topics as: teacher personality; expertise and teacherstudent relationships; how knowledge is stored and
the impact of cognitive load; thinking fast and
thinking slow; the psychology of self-control; the role
of conversation at school and at home; invisible
gorillas and the IKEA effect; digital native theory;
myths and fallacies about how people learn. This
fascinating book is aimed at any student, teacher or
parent requiring an up-to-date commentary on how
research into human learning processes can inform
our teaching and what goes on in our schools. It
takes a broad sweep through findings stemming
mainly from social and cognitive psychology and
presents them in a useable format for students and
teachers at all levels, from preschool to tertiary
training institutes.
Recent interest in how poultry are housed and
managed in order to ensure profitability,
sustainability, and good levels of animal welfare, are
challenging issues that commercial poultry keepers
face, particularly where legislation is bringing about
legal requirements for housing. This book compares
and contrasts alternative housing with conventional
and traditional systems for commercial poultry
(laying hens, meat chickens, turkeys, waterfowl and
gamebirds) with regards to welfare, disease, health,
nutrition, sustainability and genotype-environment
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interaction.
This comprehensive collection of contemporary
sociological theory is the definitive guide to current
perspectives and approaches in the field, examining
key topics and debates in the field. Collects the most
representative material available on topics such as
symbolic interactionism, phenomenology,
structuralism, network theory, critical theory, feminist
theory, and the debates over modernity and
postmodernity Includes examinations of the work of
Foucault, Giddens, and Bourdieu A new section for
this edition opens up the debate on power and
inequality Thematically organized
The co-operation between the Netherlands Nationaal
Archief and the Arsip Nasional Republik Indonesia
has resulted in this catalogue of fifteen archives of
VOC (Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie)
institutions in Jakarta. The VOC records are included
in UNESCO ?s Memory of the World Register
In Roads to Health, G. Geltner demonstrates that
urban dwellers in medieval Italy had a keen sense of
the dangers to their health posed by conditions of
overcrowding, shortages of food and clean water, air
pollution, and the improper disposal of human and
animal waste. He consults scientific, narrative, and
normative sources that detailed and consistently
denounced the physical and environmental hazards
urban communities faced: latrines improperly
installed and sewers blocked; animals left to roam
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free and carcasses left rotting on public byways; and
thoroughfares congested by artisanal and
commercial activities that impeded circulation,
polluted waterways, and raised miasmas. However,
as Geltner shows, numerous administrative records
also offer ample evidence of the concrete measures
cities took to ameliorate unhealthy conditions. Toiling
on the frontlines were public functionaries generally
known as viarii, or "road-masters," appointed to
maintain their community's infrastructures and police
pertinent human and animal behavior. Operating on
a parallel track were the camparii, or "field-masters,"
charged with protecting the city's hinterlands and
thereby the quality of what would reach urban
markets, taverns, ovens, and mills. Roads to Health
provides a critical overview of the mandates and
activities of the viarii and camparii as enforcers of
preventive health and safety policies between
roughly 1250 and 1500, and offers three extended
case studies, for Lucca, Bologna, and the smaller
Piedmont town of Pinerolo. In telling their stories,
Geltner contends that preventive health practices,
while scientifically informed, emerged neither solely
from a centralized regime nor as a reaction to the
onset of the Black Death. Instead, they were typically
negotiated by diverse stakeholders, including
neighborhood residents, officials, artisans, and
clergymen, and fostered throughout the centuries by
a steady concern for people's greater health.
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With the resources of both governments and traditional
philanthropy barely growing or in decline, yet the
problems of poverty, ill-health, and environmental
degradation ballooning daily, new models for financing
social and environmental objectives are urgently needed.
Fortunately, a revolution is underway in the instruments
and institutions available to meet this need. Loans, loan
guarantees, private equity, barter arrangements, social
stock exchanges, bonds, social secondary markets, and
investment funds are just some of the actors and tools
occupying the new frontiers of philanthropy and social
investment. Together they hold the promise of leveraging
for social and environmental purposes not just the
billions of dollars of charitable grants but the hundreds of
billions, indeed trillions, of dollars of private investment
capital. While the changes under way are inspiring, they
remain largely uncharted. This concise introduction to
the topic, and its companion volume, provide the first
comprehensive and accessible roadmap to these
important advances. In the process, these works will
better equip investors, philanthropists, social
entrepreneurs, nonprofit leaders, business executives,
government officials, and students the world over to
capture the opportunities that these developments hold
out to them and to our world.
The first edition of this book was welcomed with great
enthusiasm by teachers and students. It therefore
seemed opportune to publish a second, revised, updated
and extended edition. Unfortunately, Professor Fèlix
Serratosa died before he could complete this task. Some
new material has been added, the more significant
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changes being:. The book has been restructured into two
well-differentiated sections: Part A, dealing with
conventional organic synthesis, and Part B, devoted
exclusively to computer-assisted organic synthesis and
based on the former Chapter 11 and Appendices 2, 3
and 4 of the first edition. As decided in advance, Part B
was to be the sole responsibility of Dr. Josep Xicart, who
prepared the first versions of the CHAOS
(Computerisation and Heuristics Applied to Organic
Synthesis) program under the direction of Professor
Serratosa.
Now in a fourth edition, this standard student reference
has been totally revised and updated. It remains the
definitive introduction to the history, philosophy, and
methodology of human geography; now including a
detailed explanation of key ideas in human geography's
post-modernist and post-structuralist 'turns'. The book is
organized into six sections: What is Geography?: an
introduction to the discipline, and a discussion of its
organization and basic research approaches, informed
by the question 'what difference does it make to think
geographically?' Foundations of Geography: an
examination of geography from Antiquity to the 1950s,
with a special focus on human/environment relation.
Geography 1950-1980: a critical review of the
development of geography as a spatial science.
Paradigms and Revolutions: an analysis of paradigm
shifts in geography, introducing students to key debates
in the philosophy of science. Positivism and its Critics: a
detailed discussion of positivism, critical theory,
humanistic geography, behavioural geography, and
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structuralism. New Trends and Ideas developing critical
responses: structuration theory, realism, poststructuralism, post-modernism, feminism and actornetwork theory. This text explores complex ideas in an
intelligible and accessible style. Illustrated throughout
with research examples and explanations in text boxes,
questions for discussion at the end of each chapter and
a concept glossary, this is the essential student
companion to the discipline.
The resources of both governments and traditional
philanthropy are either barely growing or in decline, yet
the problems of poverty, ill-health, and environmental
degradation balloon daily. It is therefore increasingly
clear that we urgently need new models for financing and
promoting social and environmental objectives.
Fortunately, a significant revolution appears to be
underway on the frontiers of philanthropy and social
investing, tapping not only philanthropy, but also private
investment capital, and providing at least a partial
response to this dilemma. This book examines the new
actors and new tools that form the heart of this
revolution, and shows how they are reshaping the way
we go about supporting solutions to social and
environmental problems throughout the world. With
contributions from leading experts in the field, New
Frontiers of Philanthropy provides a comprehensive
analysis of the many new institutions that have surfaced
on this new frontier of philanthropy and social
investment; the new tools and instruments these
institutions are bringing to bear; the challenges that
these actors and tools still encounter; and the steps that
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are needed to maximize their impact. The result is a
powerful and accessible guide to developments that are
already bringing significant new resources into efforts to
solve the world's problems of poverty, ill-health, and
environmental degradation; unleashing new energies
and new sources of ingenuity for social and
environmental problem-solving; and generating new
hope in an otherwise dismal scenario of lagging
resources and resolve. Investors, philanthropists, social
entrepreneurs, nonprofit leaders, business executives,
government officials, and students the world over will find
much to build on in these pages.
Applying International Financial Reporting Standards 3rd
edition has beenthoroughly updated to reflect the
numerous changes with the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as a consequence of the
convergence program between the IASB and FASB. The
expert, authoritative and reliable explanations of the
author team continues and the textbook is widely
referenced by both students and academics, and the
accounting profession in countries that have adopted
international accounting standards. The continuing focus
of the third edition is to explain, interpret, analyse and
illustrate the financial reporting requirements under
IFRS. Each chapter contains numerous illustrative
examples that present and explain concepts to ensure
users gain a deep understanding of the reporting
requirements and procedures, and attain the knowledge
expectations of the accounting profession in respect to
IFRS. The coverage of accounting standards has been
expanded with the inclusion of new or thoroughly revised
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chapters on IFRS 9 Financial instruments, IFRS 11 Joint
arrangements, IFRS 13 Fair value measurement, IAS 8
Revenue, IAS 24 Related party disclosures, IAS 33
Earnings per share and IAS 41 Agriculture. This textbook
has been written for intermediate and advanced courses
on financial accounting, at both undergraduate and
postgraduate level.
A unique approach to sensorless control and regulator
design of electric drives Based on the author's vast
industry experience and collaborative works with other
industries, Control of Electric Machine Drive Systems is
packed with tested, implemented, and verified ideas that
engineers can apply to everyday problems in the field.
Originally published in Korean as a textbook, this highly
practical updated version features the latest information
on the control of electric machines and apparatus, as
well as a new chapter on sensorless control of AC
machines, a topic not covered in any other publication.
The book begins by explaining the features of the electric
drive system and trends of development in related
technologies, as well as the basic structure and
operation principles of the electric machine. It also
addresses steady state characteristics and control of the
machines and the transformation of physical variables of
AC machines using reference frame theory in order to
provide a proper foundation for the material. The heart of
the book reviews several control algorithms of electric
machines and power converters, explaining active
damping and how to regulate current, speed, and
position in a feedback manner. Seung-Ki Sul introduces
tricks to enhance the control performance of the electric
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machines, and the algorithm to detect the phase angle of
an AC source and to control DC link voltages of power
converters. Topics also covered are: Vector control
Control algorithms for position/speed sensorless drive of
AC machines Methods for identifying the parameters of
electric machines and power converters The matrix
algebra to model a three-phase AC machine in d-q-n
axes Every chapter features exercise problems drawn
from actual industry experience. The book also includes
more than 300 figures and offers access to an FTP site,
which provides MATLAB programs for selected
problems. The book's practicality and realworld
relatability make it an invaluable resource for
professionals and engineers involved in the research and
development of electric machine drive business,
industrial drive designers, and senior undergraduate and
graduate students. To obtain instructor materials please
send an email to pressbooks@ieee.org To visit this
book's FTP site to download MATLAB codes, please
click on this link:
ftp://ftp.wiley.com/public/sci_tech_med/electric_machine/
MATLAB codes are also downloadable from Wiley
Booksupport Site at http://booksupport.wiley.com

PDQ Epidemiology will help to fill the considerable
gap between the exact findings of the laboratory and
the uncertain world of clinical medicine. By
translating the terminology of epidemiology into easyto-understand language, the underlying scientific
methods begin to emerge and make sense. The third
edition reflects the maturation of the field, which now
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encompasses much more than the "randomized,
controlled trial." New sections explain techniques
that have been introduced into the field since the
previous edition, the section on RCT has been
expanded, and updated examples have been
incorporated. The section on measurement has also
been brought into line with newer thinking on
reliability and validity. Featuring unique examples
titled Circular Reasoning and Anti-intellectual
Pomposity Detectors (CRAP Detectors), the text
helps the reader identify studies with basic flaws in
design or reasoning. Special Features Complete
coverage of all important concepts Easy-to-read,
easy-to-grasp terms and concepts Perfect for board
review
The use of performance information for real
performance improvement is not as obvious as the
ease with which the idea is embraced. What makes
this noble endeavour so difficult? This dissertation
assesses the relation between municipal
benchmarking and organisational learning by looking
at the role of the context in which the process and
content of performance improvement are embedded.
'Municipal Benchmarking' offers an original analysis
of the way performance improvement operates in the
context of the public sector. The book gives an
excellent overview of the theory and practice of
benchmarking and has important implications for
both policy makers and practitioners for the design
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and use of benchmarking in the public sector. From
this study practitioners and public organisations at
large can learn how to use and incorporate
benchmarking results and hence gain greater depth
and value of the benchmark.
This is the second edition of an introduction to all the
financial and management accounting concepts and
techniques required by the general business student.
This "forum for self-exploration" ("New York Times")
offers a unique perspective on career success that
builds on unlocking personal creativity to achieve
professional goals.
The Mariner's Handbook for Australian Waters
(AHP20) is an official nautical publication providing
mariners with important regulatory, procedural and
environmental information affecting the planning and
conduct of a voyage to or from Australian ports, or
within Australian waters. It includes a summary of all
relevant information from various Australian
government agencies under the cover of one
combined reference, with links to further information
if required.
Previous editions ('Social Skills in Interpersonal
Communication') have established this work as the
standard textbook on communication. Directly
relevant to a multiplicity of research areas and
professions, this thoroughly revised and updated
edition has been expanded to include the latest
research as well as a new chapter on negotiating.
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Key examples and summaries have been
augmented to help contextualise the theory of skilled
interpersonal communication in terms of its practical
applications. Combining both clarity and a deep
understanding of the subject matter, the authors
have succeeded in creating a new edition which will
be essential to anyone studying or working in the
field of interpersonal communication.
Using conversations, cases and original sources,
this work engages with the key themes and
problems of public management.
This book aims to develop the basic general
management skills required to understand a
business, sense the opportunities and problems that
it faces, deal effectively with strategic decisions, and
set in place the people and operations to implement
those decisions.
For the Principles of Marketing course. Ranked the
#1 selling introductory marketing text, Kotler and
Armstrong's Principles of Marketing provides an
authoritative and practical introduction to marketing.
The Tenth Edition is organized around a managing
customer relationships framework that is introduced
in the first two chapters, and then built upon
throughout the book. Real world applications appear
in every chapter and every vignette is new or has
been updated. The text is complemented by an
extensive ancillary package, from all new videos on
VHS, online, and DVD to a new Presentation
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Manager CD-ROM for instructors.
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